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It’s been a while!We have been extremely busy with establishing our new
manufacturing facilities and developing a line of new and exciting products, which we
will henceforth be regularly keeping you abreast with.
The KnK Trailblazer.
Thepopularity ofoff-road karting is growing worldwide. Karting facilities as we know
themrequire surfaced tracks, which call for large capital outlays. The growing interest
towards go karting has prompted us into bringing the excitement of go karting to
small communities and rural areas at extremely reasonable costs. KnK Karts have
developed a concept for go karting facilities that fit into financial outlays that are
affordable and practical.Trailblazing, as this is new activity will be referred to, will
permit karting activities to be started with budgets as low as Rs. 5 lakhs
(approximately US$ 7,500-10,000). Cost may vary based upon conditions and
location.
The thought behind the concept for the
excitement of Trailblazing means that it
permits that the experience can be enjoyed
on small sections of waste land or farm land
that may only be used for seasonal crops.
For the reason that it does not call for a
permanent track, it can be set up almost
anywhere, in the shortest period of time.
With the incorporation of a few safety
features, you can share and enjoy in the
thrills of the adventure of Trailblazing by
having a facility up and running, in
extremely short start up times.
The flexibility of the activity permits it to be moved to more lucrative grounds if the
need arises.
To learn more about this exciting new form of go karting adventure you could visit
our website at the address mentioned above or email us at enquiries@knkkarts.com
and we will be happy to send you out some more information to set you on the path
of becoming a Trailblazer.
A KnK Karts designed product, manufactured by our sister concern ‘Pipe
Accessories Mfg. Co.’
Talk soon!

